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Abst ract - -Cer ta in  classes of linear ordinary differential equations are closely linked to automor- 
phic forms of one variable. We construct Hecke operators on the space of certain nonhomogeneous 
linear ordinary differential equations that are compatible with the usual Hecke operators on auto- 
morphic forms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Automorphic forms play a major role in number theory, and they are also related to various 
other areas of mathematics. Close ties between automorphic forms and a certain class of linear 
ordinary differential equations have been known since the nineteenth century (cf. [1,2]). In this 
paper we consider one aspect of such a connection. 
Hecke operators play an important role in the theory of automorphic forms. They are certain 
endomorphisms of the space of various automorphic forms and are used mainly as a tool for the 
investigation of multiplicative properties of Fourier coefficients of such automorphic forms (see, 
e.g., [3,4]). Certain sets of Hecke operators have ring or algebra structures thus producing Hecke 
rings or Hecke algebras (cf. [5]). Various forms of Hecke algebras have been studied extensively 
over the years in connection with several branches of mathematics that range from the theory of 
finite group representations to the theory of knots and quantum groups. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct Hecke operators on the space of certain nonhomoge- 
neous linear ordinary differential equations that are compatible with the usual Hecke operators on 
automorphic forms with respect o the connection of such differential equations with automorphic 
forms. 
2. AUTOMORPHIC  FORMS AND HECKE OPERATORS 
In this section we review automorphic forms and Hecke operators acting on the space of au- 
tomorphic forms (see, e.g., [3,6] for details). Let GL+(2,R) (respectively, SL(2,R)) be the mul- 
tiplicative group of 2 × 2 real matrices of positive determinant (respectively, determinant one). 
Then GL+(2,R)  and SL(2,R) act on the Poincar~ upper half plane 
7"/= {z E C I Imz  > 0} 
by linear fractional transformations. If ~ = ( :  b)  isanelement of GL+(2, R) and i f f :7 - l - *C  
is a function, then we set j(a, z) = cz + d and 
(flka) (z) = det(o~)k/2j(~, z)-k f(~z) (1) 
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for z E 7"/and k E Z. Let F C SL(2, R) be a Fuchsian group of the first kind, so that the quotient 
space F\~/U (cusps} is a compact Riemann surface, and let k be a nonnegative integer. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A meromorphic function f : 7"[ --~ C is an automorphic form of weight k for F 
ff it satisfies 
(flkT)(z) = f(z)  
for all 7 E r and z E TI and is meromorphic at the cusps. We shall denote by Ak(F) the space 
of all automorphic forms of weight k for F. 
If F1 and F2 are subgroups of GL+(2,R), then we say that r l  and F2 are commensurable and 
write r l  "~ F2 if F1 A F2 has finite index in both r l  and F2. Let F be the Fuchsian group of the 
first kind as above, and set 
= {g e GL+(2 ,R)  IgFg -1 ~ r}. 
If a E F, then the double coset FaF has a decomposition of the form 
d 
r . r  = L[ r . .  (9) 
for some av E GL+(2,R),  u = 1, . . .  ,d. Then the Hecke operator on ,4k(r) associated to a E 
is the map T(a)  : Ak (F) ~ Ak (F) defined by 
d 
T(a) f  = det(a) k/2-1 Z( f l kav  ) (3) 
v=l  
for all f e Ak(r). 
3. DIFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
Let F C SL(2, R) be a Fuchsian group of the first kind that does not contain elements of 
finite order. Then the quotient X = F \~*  is a compact Riemann surface, where 7-/* is the 
union of 7~ and the cusps of r ,  and it can also be regarded as an algebraic urve over C. Let 
x be a nonconstant element of the function field K(X)  of X, and let ~o : 7-/ --* C be a nonzero 
automorphic form of weight one for F. Then ~ satisfies a second order linear differential equation 
A~ f = 0 with 
d2 
h2x = + px(x) + Qx(x) (4) 
that has regular singular points, where Px(x) and Qx(x) are elements of K(X) .  By pulling 
back (4) via the natural projection 7-/* --* X = F\~*, we obtain a differential operator 
A2 d 2 d = ~ +P(z) +Q(z) 
such that P(z) and Q(z) are meromorphic functions on 7~*, the functions wl(z) = zcp(z) and 
w2 (z) -- ~(z) for z E 7-/are linearly independent solutions of the associated homogeneous equation 
A2f = 0, and the regular singular points of A 2 coincide with the cusps of F (see [7] for details). 
Given a positive integer m let Sm(A 2) be the linear ordinary differential operator of order m + 1 
such that the solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation Sm(A2)f = 0 are of the form 
for some constants Ci. 
~r~ m 
~_# C "m-icgi iWl 2 = Z Cizra-i~o(z)m 
i=O i=O 
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Let • be a meromorphic function on 7/* corresponding to an element g2x in K(X)  satisfying 
the parabolic residue conditions with respect o Srn(A s) in the sense of [7, Definition 3.20]. We 
shall denote the space of such meromorphic functions by .Adp(Sm(A2)), and for • E .hdp(Sm(A2)) 
denote by (SIn(A2), ~) the nonhomogeneous differential equation 
S~(A~)S=~ 
Let D(S'n(AS)) be the space of all such nonhomogenous equations. If f~, is a solution of the 
nonhomogeneous equation (srn(A2), #) e :D(S'n(A2)), then it is known that the function 
din+,/s (z) 
~(z)  = dz,n+l \~(z)m ] (5) 
is an automorphic form of weight m + 2 for F (cf. [7,8]). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let a E F, and let T(a) be the Hecke operator on the space Am+2(F) of 
automorphic forms of weight m + 2 for F described in (3). 
(i) The Hecke operator T~4(a) on J~dp(Sm(h2)) is the map 
T~(~) : M~ (s ~ (A~)) -~ M~ (S ~ (Ab) 
such that for each xI/ E .h~p(Sm(A2)), the automorphic form ~T~(a)V corresponding to 
TA4(a)v~ is equal to the image T(a)~ of the automorphic form corresponding to ~ un- 
der T(ct). 
(ii) The Hecke operator Tg(a) on :D(Sm(A~)) is the map T~(ct) :/)(S'n(AS)) -* :D(S'~(A2)) 
given by 
Tv(a) (Sm (A2), @) = (Sm (A s) ,T~(a)~) .  
THEOREM 3.2. Let Sm(A 2) be as above, and let Tv(a) and T•(a) be the Hecke operators 
associated to ~ E F described in Definition 3.1. If FaF = ]_]4=1 Fc~v is the decomposition of the 
double coset FaF as in (2), then we have 
Tv(a) (Sm (A2), ~) = (Sm (A 2) ,T~(a)~) 
for all (Sin(AS), V) e V(Sm(AS)), where 
(TA4(a)~) (z) =: det(a) m/s E det(av)m/2+l ~, ~ '~]  WA2 (~z)  j(a~, z) m+s 
v--~--I 
for all z e ~. | 
PROOF. By [7, Theorem 3 bis. 5] the automorphic form (~, of weight m+2 for F in (5) associated 
to (SIn(A2), g2) can be written as 
(__ 1)m+ 1 ~0(z)m+2 ~I/(Z) 
~+(z) = wA2(z)~+l ' (6) 
where WA2(Z) is the Wronskian for the differential operator A 2. However, since +~, is an auto- 
morphic form of weight m + 2 for F, by (1), (3), and (5), we have 
d 
(T(c~)~,)(z) =-- get (a)m/s E (~' [m+2c~v ) 
v=l 
d 
= det(a)m/s E det(a~)fn/s+lJ(a~' z)-m-2(~" (a,z) (7) 
d 
m/Sq-1 m 2t~(vZ)  (O~v) --- (-1)m+l det(a)m/2 E det(a~) j(a~, z)- - a m+S~ z 
wA2(~z)~+~ " 
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On the other hand, by Definition 3.1(i) we have 
(T(a)~,)(z) = (-1) m+l ~(z)m+2(T]~(a)q)(z) 
WA2(Z)m+ 1 (8) 
Thus from (7) and (8) we obtain 
(Tm(a)q)(z) = (-1) m+l WA2 (z)m+l 
d z)_,,,_2~(o.,z),~+2~(~,.z ) 
X (--1) m+l  det(a) m/2 Z det(av)m/2+lj(av' WA 2 (O~vZ)m+l " 
v=l 
Hence the theorem follows from this and Definition 3.1(ii). | 
4. PARABOLIC COHOMOLOGY 
Let F C SL(2, R) be as in Section 3, and let sm(c  2) be the mth symmetric power of a s. Then 
the natural action of SL(2, R) on C 2 induces a representation f F on S m (C2). Let H~ (F, S m (C2)) 
be the parabolic cohomology of F with coefficients in Sm(C 2) (see, e.g., [6,7]). Then for each 
• F, the Hecke operator TH(a) on H~,(F, sm(c2)) can be defined as follows (see [6,9,10] for 
d details). Let FaF = L[v=l Fay be the decomposition of the double coset FaF. Then for each 
7 • F, there is a permutation of {1,. . . ,d} sending v to v .  7 such that Fa~7 = Fa~.~ for 
1 < 7 -< d. Thus we have d maps pv : F --* F such that av7 = Pv(7)a~.7. If [v] • H~(F, Sm(C2)) 
is represented by a 1-cocycle v : F --* Sm(C2), then TH(a)[v] is an element of H~(F, sm(c2)) 
represented by the 1-cocycle ff : F ~ sm(c  2) given by 
d 
v'(7) = E det(av) • a~ "1. v(pv(7)) 
v=l 
for all 7 E F. 
THEOREM 4.1.  
elements of K(X). Then there is a canonical isomorphism 
H~ (F,S m (C2)), (9) 
sm (AS) (• (r)) 
where Sm(h2)(M(r)) is the space of functions of the form Sm(A2)(h) with h • A4(F). 
PROOF. This follows from [7, Theorem 5.7]. | 
THEOREM 4.2. Given a • F the Hecke operators TM(a) and Tn(a) are compatible with respect 
to the canonical isomorphism (9). 
PROOF. Let ~¢ be the automorphic form of weight m+2 for F determined by q /•  Mp(Sm(A2)) 
as in (6). Then by [7, Theorem 5.7] the space A~p(sm(c2))/Sm(A2)(A4(F)) is isomorphic to 
the space of automorphic forms of the form ~ modulo the automorphic forms associates to 
the elements of Sm(A2)(A4(F)). From the condition (i) in Definition 3.1 it follows that under 
this isomorphism the Hecke operators TM (a) and T(a) compatible. However the compatibility 
of T(a) and Tn(a) is also known by [6, Section 6.3]. Hence T~(a) and TH(a) are compatible 
with respect o the isomorphism (9). | 
Let A4(F) be the space of meromorphic functions on 7-l* that are liftings of 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
As is mentioned in Section 1, the linear differential equations considered in Section 3 are closely 
related to automorphic forms, so it is natural to believe that there should be an analogue of the 
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